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 New album of Čači Vorba
 press reviews

"Caci Vorba succeeds again with an album that 
will not remain secretive for long!" 
Matthew Forss, Inside World Music  (USA)

"A great, well produced, second album which is 
even better than their strong debut." 
Eelco Schilder, Folk World  (Germany)

"Very special music!" 
WRUV Music Reviews  (USA)
 

"For each word you hear the singing experience. 
For each note the joy and pain (...) When will  
this group come to Netherlands? This material is 
a year-list top one!" 
Patrick van Engelen, No Borderz  (Holland)

"The acoustic band sounds (...) much more subdued than the folk rockers of the Warsaw 
Village Band. However Caci Vorba experiments with the tradition at least as much the 
same and could be the new sensation in the Polish folk music."  
Illand Pietersma, Dagblad van het Noordened  (Holland) 

"The Polish-Ukrainian quintet's take on eastern European 'gypsy' music is full of spark - 
with original and subtle aspects, too. ČAČI VORBA's debut album (...) was widely 
acclaimed. Their new one is even better." 
Doug Spencer, The Weekend Planet, ABC Radio National  (Australia)

"'Tajno Biav' has made me anxious. Anxious for the perfection of sound, accomplished 
studio realisation, masterly performance, complete construction of the musical story (...) 
The moving thing is the conscience and maturity of artists in following their own way and 
leading listeners through it with a full confidence. Their independence is admirable! All  
musical devices (...) have been conformed to the willingness of showing the beauty of 
music that musicians are fascinated with and which can be effectively given to others." 
Małgorzata Jędruch-Włodarczyk, Gadki z Chatki  (Poland)

"With (...) 'Tajno Biav', the band Caci Vorba could be finally discovered in this country by 
a larger audience(...) Not even someone in Romania interpreted so intimate, convincing 
and passionate the old Lautar songs from the suburban pubs and folk songs from the rich 
heritage of Wallachia." Grit Friedrich, MDR Figaro (Germany)

"Caci Vorba proves with the CD Tajno Biav that if you have good musicians in the house 
even beaten Balkan paths can be easily refreshed" Mattie Poels, Radio 6 (Holland)
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